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PRIDE AND
pre jud ice

Technology in the closures industry has come on apace, with proponents of each

type of seal excitied about their own stoppers. James Lawrence speaks to industry

experts and finds out whether closures affect how a wine is perceived

“PREJUDICE IS a great time saver,”
observed the American journalist
E.B.White. “You can form opinions
without having to get the facts.” Few
sommeliers would challenge this axiom,
however, if there was ever a topic that
requires impartial analysis, then it is

surely that of wine closures. Screwcap
and natural cork, the two dominant
players in the world’s closure market,
have made significant technological
advancements in recent times, not least in
the eradication of TCA contamination in
cork, and greater emphasis on

sustainability. Meanwhile, despite initial
concerns about the excessive levels of
reduction (recent innovation for
screwcaps has centred about finessing
liners to allow for different oxygen-
transmission rates), Stelvin technology
has proved itself to be durable, reliable



and affordable. Yet when Domaine
Laroche announced that it was returning
to natural cork for the majority of its
wines from the 2013 vintage onwards,
becoming the first producer to adopt
Amorim’s NDTech technology, it was a
decision largely based on consumer
prejudice. Elaborating on the brand’s
change of heart, Sandrine Audegond,
head of the domaine’s fine wine division,
conceded that the ingrained Gallic
prejudice towards screwcap wines had
forced the firm’s hand. Closures, it seems,
is a topic that elicits strong emotions.
“There is still a certain bias towards cork

closures in many traditional markets,”
says Audegond. The move was
particularly pertinent, as Domaine
Laroche was the first top-end Burgundian
producer to switch to screwcap. Indeed,
in 2010, at the time of Laroche’s initial

announcement to make the move, many
industry commentators, including Robert
Parker, were predicting the slow death of
cork and the glorious rise of Stelvin
closures worldwide. 
However, over the past five years a

growing number of premium wine
producers, including Rusden Wines in the
Barossa Valley and several wineries in
California, have moved back to cork. New
Zealand’s Sacred Hill has also returned to
cork for some wines, a pioneering move
because New Zealand is still a country
overwhelmingly committed to screwcap.
“Technological advancements, coupled
with great consumer and trade awareness

has almost totally eradicated fears of TCA
contamination when purchasing cork-
sealed wine,” insists Carlos de Jesus,
marketing director of Amorim, who
recently revealed that the company aims
to totally eradicate TCA in the billions of
corks it produces by 2020. 

KEY GROWTH MARKET
He continues: “Australia is a classic
example. When you go back 15 years, the
forecast for cork was anything but
optimistic. Firms such as Australia’s
Amcor were booming and cork was
losing valuable market share. Yet today
Australia is one of our key growth
markets. People are returning to cork in
droves, not least because it drives a
higher overall quality perception of
what’s in the bottle.” 
Amorim sold 5.4 billion corks in 2017

and the total UK on-trade
distribution of wines sealed
under cork is on the rise,
growing by 48% since 2015
(compared with a 10% uplift for
artificial closures), suggesting an
increased interest in offering
wines closed with a cork.
According to CGA Strategy, cork-
stoppered labels retail for an
average of £5.38 more in the on-
trade, suggesting that diners are
willing to pay more for the
theatre inherent to the time-

honoured tradition of pulling a cork.
“Overall, these figures suggest wines
sealed with a cork may well be starting to
show signs of ‘premiuminisation’ in terms
of consumer and licensee behaviour,”
says Mark Newton, senior development
manager at CGA. After losing its
monopoly on the closures market because
of fears surrounding cork taint, cork is
now apparently winning the PR war. 
However, the picture that emerges from

the gatekeepers of the UK wine market is
far more complex, indicating a divergence
of attitudes towards wines bottled under
screwcap and cork. Wine Intelligence
reports that the UK leads the vanguard

for the ‘liberal’ consumer, achieving
parity with Scandinavia in terms of
consumer openness. “Both screwcaps and
natural cork are now equally accepted
and liked by UK consumers,” says Lulie
Halstead, a senior analyst at Wine
Intelligence. “Compared with 2013, a
higher proportion of UK regular wine
drinkers are open to buying wine with a
screwcap closure, although affinity for the
three key closure types has remained
stable since 2015,” she says.
Nevertheless, making generalisations

about the attitudes of British consumers
to closures is difficult at best. Many
factors come into play, and discussions
with UK sommeliers and wine buyers
reveal a nuanced picture.
Christine Parkinson, group head of wine

for the Hakkasan Group, believes that the
prestige on-trade, by and large, rarely
takes the closure into account, although
she concedes that her guests are seldom
exposed to super-premium wines bottled
with Stelvin.
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> Screwcap and natural cork, the two
dominant players in the world’s
closure market, have made
significant technological
advancements in recent times, not
least in the eradication of TCA
contamination in cork.

> The total UK on-trade distribution of
wines sealed under cork is on the
rise, growing by 48% since 2015,
compared with a 10% uplift for
artificial closures.

> Consumers in different markets
around the world and for wines 
at various price points favour
different closures, with drinkers 
of high-end tipples tending to
plump for cork.

> Occasion also comes into play –
there’s still a sense of ceremony
around a cork.

closures
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‘Over the past five years a
growing number of premium
wine producers, including

several wineries in California,
have moved back to cork’

Feature findings



“We experience no prejudice against
screwcapped wine in our restaurants. I
made a point of checking this with our
sommeliers at Hakkasan Mayfair, which
seems to have plenty of older, more
discerning guests. If we were going to
have a problem anywhere, I think it
would be there, but it’s not a problem at
all,” says Parkinson.
She continues: “However, only around

20% of our wines are under screwcap, at
mainly low to medium price points. If the
wine is good, we are perfectly happy to
have a screwcap on it. We have had very
few problems with people wanting to see
a cork. Our restaurants around the world
have quite different experiences, and it’s
clear that there is far less prejudice here in
the UK than in some other markets – our
biggest challenge with screwcaps seems
to be the US.” 
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‘If the wine is good, we
are perfectly happy to

have a screwcap on it. We
have had very few

problems with people
wanting to see a cork’

closures

Trade talk: Despite the focus on technical performance, is it
image that plays the greatest role in stopper selection? And
how much does this differ according to the trade channel?

Elena Zaharieva, director investor relations, Herti JSC
“Building a distinguished brand and creating a good image is a long
process and once you have it, you should work hard to keep and
improve it. The image of a company, whether good or bad, is the
reason for its success or failure. Technical performance and high
quality are an absolute must. And if you are constant in offering a high-
quality product and giving good technical support to your customers,
then you earn a good image that works in your favour. No matter how
you reach your customers, once you have achieved a good reputation,
your name preceeds you. Image plays a big role in stopper selection,
and when entering new markets Herti strives to use its reputation to
earn the loyalty of new customers.”

Carlos de Jesus, director of marketing and communications,
Amorim & Irmaos
“There is no doubt that the ‘theatre’ of pulling a cork at a restaurant
table increases the anticipation of what is in the bottle. Research by
Oxford University indicates that consumers are influenced by the ‘pop’
of a cork being pulled when judging the quality of the wine. Similar
research in other countries has shown that wines closed by cork can
increase in value by up to US$5.15 (£3.93). In the UK, this cork-closed
premium image can rise to up to £5.38 in the on-trade, where sales
have increased by 17% year-on-year. But image alone is not enough. A
successful stopper must also provide trustworthy technical
performance and responsible sustainability, as well as added value for
the consumer. This is what cork delivers in spades.” 

Bruno de Saizieu, vice president sales and marketing, 
Diam Bouchage
“For a long time, wine closure quality was erratic and selection of a
good closure relied on the visual aspect. Now, winegrowers and
oenologists know that they can rely on good cork closures that will no
longer risk their wines deteriorating and will help them in the evolution
process. This has led to the success of Diam, now accepted by
importers distributors and consumers who know that Diam and Mytik
corks preserve the aromas and the evolution of the wines. An
increasing number of iconic wines have switched to Diam closures.”

Lucie Neubauerova, trade and communication manager, Amcor
“Image and technical performance go hand in hand, based on market
trends reflected by individual trade channels. Take restaurants: serving
wine by the glass from a bottle closed with an aluminium closure is
more convenient than a cork stopper, as an aluminium cap is easier to
open, close and reopen. Restaurant owners are asking suppliers for
aluminium closures. Brand owners who switch to aluminium closures
for this reason must ensure that the closure conveys the brand image,
through advanced decoration of the closure, or by choosing premium
aluminium closures such as Stelvin Lux. The industry is so brand
conscious that it’s hard to imagine a brand owner who would
compromise on image for technical performance or vice versa. Both
can be achieved with aluminium closures.” >

Cork is harvested by hand



one of nationality and culture. Many of
our French, Italian, Middle Eastern and
Asian customers are not keen on
screwcap wines – British consumers in
our shops are mostly fine with screwcap.” 
Meanwhile, the casual on-trade is firmly

committed to screwcap closures,
according to Fuller’s senior wine buyer,
Neil Bruce. “In terms of sheer volume,
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Carlos de Jesus points out that while
many UK consumers may be open to
buying screwcap wines, there remains a
preference for cork-sealed expressions at
the top of the market. “We must
differentiate between acceptance and
preference in this discussion,” he says.
“After all, I accept the brand of car I
drive, but I’d much rather own a Porsche.
I don’t believe significant prejudice,
particularly among younger consumers,

exists in the UK market, but cork is
preferred for certain wine styles when it is
available to people.”
Lulie Halstead’s research on age leads

her to a stronger conclusion, arguing that

millennial consumers may actually prefer
screwcaps. “Younger regular wine
drinkers are more likely to reject natural
cork closures than other wine drinkers in
the UK, and, compared with 2013,
significantly more of those between 18-24
are likely to accept screwcap closures,”
she says.
But as one would expect, for every

definitive opinion from one member of
the trade, there is an opposite view.

Layton’s wine buyer, Peter
Mitchell MW, argues that
nationality, rather than age, is the
key determining factor in
gauging likely consumer reaction
to screwcap. “Screwcaps are not
a factor when buying wine. Some
of the cheaper hard plastic corks
I would not accept, but I have no
issues with screwcap,” he says.
He continues: “For everyday

wine, screwcaps have little
impact; indeed, they may even
help sales slightly as the

consumer belief is the wine will be fresher
and they are easier to open. For more
expensive wine, screwcaps have varying
influence depending on the customer. It is
less an age-related difference but rather

closures

‘For everyday wine, screwcaps
have little impact on sales;
indeed, they may even help

slightly as the consumer belief
is the wine will be fresher and

they are easier to open’

>

In keeping with the current trend for
personalisation, glass closure maker
Vinolok has expanded its offering so
that its clients can customise their
stoppers to increase brand awareness
and help brands stand out from the
crowd in an increasingly competitive
marketplace. Vinolok offers the chance
to choose from a variety of different
Pantone shades, meaning greater shelf
standout and brand continuity that fits
seamlessly with a bottle’s label design.
The sealing ring of the closure can

also be produced in a variety of
colours. “The chance to have the name
of your brand printed on the top of the
closure is another way to enhance the
presentation of your products,” says
Vinolok’s marketing manager,
Katerina Slezáková. Another
innovation from Vinolok allows
customers to combine glass and metal
in their closures, and also glass and
wood via the company’s new ‘Woody’
collection – an industry first. Vinolok
is part of the Preciosa Group, a world-
leading producer of cut crystal. 

Bespoke branding

Millennials are receptive to drinking wine bottled with screwcaps



Trade talk: Despite the focus on technical performance, is it
image that plays the greatest role in stopper selection? And
how much does this differ according to the trade channel?

Fabrice Chevallet, vice president sales and marketing 
Europe, Vinventions
“Wine closure image doesn’t matter to consumers. Wine consumers
want to enjoy wines with no TCA, no glue, no inconsistencies, no bad
surprises, and without misleading communications about the
ecological standing of the products they purchase. Image and market
perceptions about ‘natural corks’ are constantly miscommunicated. For
instance, a micro-agglomerate consisting of 40% polyurethane glue is
not a true natural cork. We already see the industry adapting to the
tectonic shifts in consumer demands, with ‘image’ being shaped by
true performance. The market will see three packaging options in the
coming years: an alternative to glass bottles adapting to consumption
occasions; glass bottles with screwcaps; and glass bottles with
sustainable high-performance inner-seal closures that guarantee no
TCA, oxidation, reduction or breakage.”

Paolo Boratto, marketing manager, Tapì
“Packaging design tends to focus attention on aesthetics and the
development of creative concepts that can enhance product perception
and build a brand identity. Closures, which Tapì considers essentially
design objects, are no exception. They are pleasing to the eye and to
the touch, and the materials, assembly techniques and technological
systems adopted to produce them make them structurally innovative.
However, the technical and functional standards must be just as high to
ensure that the closure is not only practical to use and highly resistant,
but also ensures perfect product preservation.”

João Rui Ferreira, chairman, The Portuguese Cork Association, 
“Quality wine and cork stoppers have gone hand in hand for centuries.
Natural cork stoppers remain the only closure that provides the perfect
environment for wine to age. The superior image of cork is rooted in its
technical performance, which no artificial closure has been able to
emulate, match or exceed. It is an impermeable natural material,
allowing wine to age without deteriorating, and its elasticity allows the
closure to adapt to the neck of the bottle as it changes with the
temperature. The long-standing partnership between natural cork
closures and premium wine has intrinsically led consumers to have a
quality image of cork."

Federica Maltauro, marketing manager, Labrenta
“We believe that the image of a product is essential to capturing
consumer attention. Together with the customer and targeted research,
our designers experiment with materials and technologies to create
unique and customised closures. At Labrenta, each customer’s product
and its brand are managed with individuality in mind. The trade
channel can play a key role in the image of the closure. Unfortunately,
packaging in places such as mass-market retailers is not valued, with
people who shop there looking for a good price-to-quality ratio rather
than a premium product.”

around half of our still wine sales are in
screwap. Where we can choose or have
some influence over closure type, our
preferred option is screwcap, followed by
Diam if it is cork. A single piece cork is
probably our last choice, where we have
the option,” he says. “I’m convinced
consumers are very happy to have a
screwcap wine of any quality or price
level. I would be amazed in 15 years’ time
if top-end Burgundies and clarets were
still sealed predominantly with a single
bit of old bark, with its inherent
variability. Why on earth would
consumers want that lottery approach to
expensive, cellared wine?”
San Francisco-based sommelier Shelley

Lindgren believes it depends on the
wine’s colour as to whether consumers
are open to screwcaps or not. “It seems
screwcaps are not an issue for consumers
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‘It seems screwcaps are
not an issue when it

comes to white and rosé
wines, but consumers are

less open to them for
higher-end reds’

>
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Shelley Lindgren



market share. “We definitely know that
Vinolok helps people’s products to sell
because of the overall packaging,” says
Slezáková. “The glass nubs are eye-
catching and reusable, which is an
important consideration in the ongoing
sustainability debate. Of course, Vinolok
is still a niche proposition in the overall
closures market, but brand awareness is
growing as sales rise.”
Ultimately though, reaching any

definitive conclusions on attitudes to
closures is no easy task. The obvious
summation, based on considerable
anecdotal evidence from both sectors of
the trade, is that a stark polarisation
remains. Many buyers in the casual on-
trade and multiples prefer screwcap for
reasons of consumer convenience – a
strong marketing hook. 
Pockets of prejudice clearly exist

towards cork, while ‘everyday’ drinkers
seem increasingly open to screwcaps.
“The decision to move to screwcap was
easy,” says Nigel Greening, owner of
Felton Road. “The wines tasted better,
were more reliable and had no TCA or
premox, which I think is even more
important than the TCA issue. The most
convincing evidence comes when tasting
older bottles, especially whites. However,
if one can find it, a perfect cork is
indistinguishable from a screwcap.”
Greening says he has never had a
sommelier decline to list his wines
because of screwcap, and that his private
clients have expressed a preference for
screwcap closures.
But casting a shadow over this appraisal

is the fact that the vast majority of fine
wine – particularly from Europe – is
bottled under cork. Therefore a real test of
consumer ‘tolerance’ towards screwcap in
this segment is yet to come – much will
depend on the decisions taken by luxury
wine producers over the next decade.
Moreover, companies such as Sacred Hill
inadvertently reinforce consumer
prejudice about screwcap wines being
‘good value’, by only using cork for their
more expensive labels. 
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when it comes to white and rosé wines,
but they are less open to them for higher-
end reds. For some reason, it causes
speculation about the wine’s quality not
being pristine,” Lindgren explains. 
However, in the off-trade – both at

multiples and independents – a growing
number of buyers are taking an interest in
screwcaps, regardless of the wine’s
colour. Buyer James Reed says: “At
Majestic we have no real bias on choice of
closure. In some instances, I have
personally opted for screwcap when
given the choice – there are fewer ullage
issues, and the ease of drinking the wines
at picnics or parties is a real draw for
many. I can only speak for Majestic
customers, but the level of education
around screwcap far outweighs any
lingering preconceptions around closures.
Our customers are a savvy bunch and this
has even given us the confidence to
launch a screwtop Prosecco this year,
which has been extremely well received.”

Pierre Mansour, head of buying at The
Wine Society, adds: “The closure type
does not factor into our buying process.
In extreme cases, where certain closure
types may lead to quality control issues,
we specify that suppliers do not use

these. Screwcaps are widely accepted by
our customers, so I wouldn’t say there is
any prejudice towards them in the UK.”

SCREWCAP CONVENIENCE
His sentiments strike a chord with Emma
Dawson MW, wine buyer for the Marks &
Spencer Group. She argues that as the
majority of supermarket wine purchased
is consumed on the same day,
convenience drives many consumers to
seek out screwcap wines over cork.
“If you strip out sparkling, fortified and

fine wine, and examine our core range of
363 wines, then 202 are bottled under
screwcap, while 161 are under cork. This
percentage has been growing significantly
over the years, and we expect the trend
towards screwcap to continue,” she says.
“We ask our producers to move to

screwcap if we think it is the style of wine
that benefits from it. We hear anecdotally
from our store wine advisors that
customers like the convenience of

screwcaps, particularly in our
‘food on the move’ format stores
or rail/airport locations. Overall,
I think screwcaps have hit the
mainstream for a long time now,
but the attitude of consumers
does shift by price point. We hear
that for premium and giftable
wines or sparkling wines,
customers want traditional
packaging, including a cork, as a
reassurance of quality.”
The growing importance of

innovative closure technology
such as Vinolok must also be considered.
According to Vinolok’s marketing
manager, Katerina Slezáková, sales of the
glass closure have grown by almost 30%
over the past six months, although the UK
accounts for less than 5% of its total

‘The decision to move to
screwcap was easy. The wines

tasted better, were more reliable
and had no TCA or premox,
which I think is even more

important than the TCA issue’

>

Screwcaps are popular for picnics
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“When speaking with my friends
outside the wine industry, they associate
high quality wines with cork and
inexpensive ones with screwcap,” says
Piotr Pietras MS, head sommelier at
London restaurant Hide. One can point to
Château Margaux’s 10-year ageing
experiment with cork, screwcaps and
synthetic closures to see which performed
the best, but the likelihood of Margaux
embracing screwcap for its grand vin
remains slim. 
Occasion also comes into play – there’s

still a sense of ceremony around a cork,
just as screwcaps are associated with ease
and convenience. Expensive claret is
rarely imbibed on a daily basis, and many
sommeliers admit that they prefer the
ceremony associated with cork.
“I think it is highly unlikely that both

the Burgundians and Bordelais will turn
to screwcap in large numbers,” says
Pietras. “When it comes to classic
premium wine regions, I believe that a
move towards screwcap wouldn’t be
positively received, regardless of a
consumer’s age, unless cork becomes a
rare commodity.” 
It’s a plausible argument. Even in a

market as dynamic as the UK,
investment-grade wines sealed under
screwcap are rarities. While screwcaps
have an obvious appeal at retail and in
the casual on-trade, the luxury segment –
and consumers in the market for
expensive wine – will continue to show
deference to cork-sealed wines for the
foreseeable future. db

closures

The Majestic Loves range is 
closed with screwcaps

Trade talk: Despite the focus on technical performance, is it
image that plays the greatest role in stopper selection? And
how much does this differ according to the trade channel?

Greg Hirson, senior director of technical services, 
Cork Supply USA
“Just like corks, each customer is unique. For some customers, the
visual appearance of the cork is the most important feature, and for
others, it is the sensory or technical qualities. With the advances made
in technical solutions for TCA screening, some customers have traded
appearance for a TCA free guarantee, some have increased the
resources they are allocating to closures and some are maintaining
visual appearance and guaranteeing against TCA simultaneously. Very
few are trading a TCA free guarantee for a better appearance.”

Katerina Slezáková, marketing manager, Vinolok
“The role of packaging and design is very important. Each product
must be competitive, and packaging offers an opportunity to stand out.
The closure itself is just a part of the overall packaging. In our case, the
glass closure is very attractive for consumers, who associate it with a
premium brand. The wine market is still very conservative but is
becoming more open to new technologies and experiences. We know
that Vinolok and packaging can help a brand or product to sell. We
have had experiences of selling the same wine with a different
closures and the Vinolok closure has won.”

José Silva, CEO, MA Silva
“Technology and image play an important role when it comes to
closure selection. The technical performance contributes to the
enhancement of the product’s image and value, along with many other
key credentials. The value performance in price per bottle has grown
48% since 2015 for wine sealed with cork in the UK on-trade. Senses
have an important role, whether it concerns the perceived visual
quality of a product, whether it addresses the festive sound of the a
bottle being opened, or by the association with social moments; a cork
stopper is always linked to special occasions.”

Ron Angold, business development manager, Trefinos USA
“Image plays a very important role when it comes to stopper selection
and its importance commonly correlates to bottle pricing. Higher-end
wines – US$30 and above – generally have a more educated
consumer who expects to pull out a pristine natural cork. Wines
ranging from US$10 to US$30 still place emphasis on closure image,
but this is where we start to see a large volume of ‘technical corks’ like
our CWINE line of micro-agglomerated closures that are guaranteed
TCA free by using Super Critical CO2 or Molecular Volatilisation
extraction technologies. These offer consumers an acceptable image of
‘romance and tradition’ but allow wineries to guarantee their mass-
distributed wines are reaching each consumer in the way the
winemaker intended by using a closure that has a controlled oxygen-
transfer rate. Wineries have access to more closure options than ever
before but the consumer has spoken – they prefer a closure made
from natural cork. It is our responsibility to ensure we keep pushing 
the boundaries on new technologies that deliver an exceptional, 
natural and renewable product at a competitive price.”


